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Session Purpose and Outline 
Purpose – to provide a model (Green Social Work) for intervening 
more effectively: 
• All disasters (natural and (hu)man-made have a human dimension 
• Disaster interventions challenge social workers to think differently 

about the physical environment and its relationship between 
industrial urbanisation and everyday life practices: 
– Understand the physical limits of the environment; 
– Understand expert and indigenous knowledges; 
– Mobilise experts and residents to coproduce solutions that are 

culturally relevant and locality specific; 
– Train social work students in disaster interventions; and 
– Mainstream disaster interventions in the social work curriculum. 

Outline 
• Problematising environmental disasters and social work theory. 
• What social workers do and what they do not do. 
• Transdisciplinary solutions – examples. 
• Conclusions. 



Social and environmental justice 
essential to 21st century practice 

• Social and environmental justice lie at the heart 
of social work and community development in 
the 21st century. 

• Achieving this requires paying attention to: 
– how the earth’s resources and labour power are used;  

– Developing sustainability as the capacity to meet 
human needs now and in the future without costing 
the earth; and 

– Creating and maintaining 
global solidarities. 

Leh 



Additional Challenges for 21st Century Practice 

The internationalisation of social problems 

• Drugs 

• Organised crime 

• Human trafficking  

• Human smuggling 

• Modern-day slavery 

• Poverty 

• Disasters including those 
induced by climate change 

• Hyper-urbanisation 

Fear of deviance 

• Mental illness 

• Crime 

• Terrorism 

• Atypical family structures 

• Migration and immigration 
including climate migrants 

Traversing disciplinary divides across 
all sciences 

Coproducing knowledge with residents 



Green social work affirms environmental and social 
justice while promoting social development 

Green social work promotes social development as it:   

 ‘focuses on how the social organisation of relationships 
between peoples and their interaction with the flora 
and fauna in their physical habitats create the socio-
economic and physical environmental crises that 
undermine the well-being of human beings and planet 
earth.  Its practitioners argue for profound 
transformations in how people conceptualise the social 
basis of society, their relationships with each other, 
living things and inanimate world’ (Dominelli, 2012:  25). 

Achievement relies on transdisciplinarity in all sciences 
and engagement with local communities/residents. 
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Wenchuan Earthquake Highlighted 
Need for Transdisciplinarity  

Yingxiu School, destroyed during the 2008 
Wenchuan Earthquake that killed 90,000 people in 
Sichuan, China rose from the rubble, was rebuilt. 

2008 2009 



Resilient Yingxiu Children Celebrating Achievements  in 2013 

Rebuild, Work Together Step by Step, See the Future as an Opportunity, ‘Life is a Dance’. 
 
Search for research funding, Earthquake without Frontiers (EwF) was successful in 2012,  
others that were primarily social work based were not funded. 



The Earthquakes Without Frontiers Project 

 

 

  
A Research Council UK- funded research project  
under the Increasing Resilience to Natural  
Hazards Programme: 
 

Working in:  

• Himalaya – Nepal & Bihar State, India 

• China – Ordos Region  

• Central Asia – Kazakhstan 

Partners: 

• Universities of Cambridge, Oxford, Durham, Hull, Northumbria and 
Leeds in UK (seismologists, landslide experts, social scientists) 

• Hong Kong Polytechnic University and China Earthquake 
Administration 

• Local NGOs and practitioners, e.g., ISIMOD in Nepal, local 
academics, e.g., Nepal School of Social Work in Katmandu, Nepal 



Transdisciplinarity can promote 
environmental justice 

• Environmental justice is the right to live in a sustainable, healthy 
environment that enables all peoples to use the earth’s resources 
to meet current needs without jeopardising future generations’ use 
of these while caring for the planet and all it contains. 

• Environmental justice includes the duty to care for and care about 
others (and oneself) – a collective responsibility.   

• This responsibility is holistic and global because it affirms 
interdependencies between people, their physical, social, political, 
economic and cultural environments as part of one whole. 

• Social policies have been unable to realise environmental justice, 
e.g., the Kyoto Protocols and climate change. 

• Social injustices especially poverty exacerbate environmental 
injustices. 

• Social workers and community development workers play 
important roles in tackling social injustice and responding to 
environmental crises, making transdisciplinarity a must for 
research-based practice. 
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Green social development practice tackles inequalities and degradation of the environment  

and critiques neoliberalism’s approach to the exploitation of people and the earth’s resources. 

Environment 



‘To be free is not merely to lose one’s chains,  
but to live in a way that respects and enhances the freedom of others’. 

Nelson Mandela June 1999 

Why Green Social Work for Environmental Justice? 



Defining Disasters 
Different kinds of disasters impact on the physical environment and 

living things: 
• ‘Natural’ disasters include: 

– Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis, landslides, floods. 

• (Hu)man-made disasters include: 
– Poverty, armed conflict, pollution, hyper-urbanization (mega-cities lacking 

public health infrastructures and utilities), industrial accidents like Bhopal 
and Fukushima, environmental crises caused by deforestation of tropical 
and temperate rainforests, climate change. 

• The line between different types of disasters are blurred: Japan’s 
multi-hazard earthquake, tsunami and nuclear disaster of March 
2011 exemplifies this. 

• Poverty aggravates the impact of all types of disaster. 
Social workers are on the disaster front-line as respondents but can 
play greater roles in risk reduction measures, preparation, immediate 
relief and recovery and post-disaster reconstruction. They can do so by 
working in multi-stakeholder partnerships that are accountable to local 
residents and  could assume a wider task as green social development 
workers and who translate science into local action. 



Capital is free to move about the world 

People’s freedom to move around is curtailed 

Neoliberal Global Priorities: Profits First; People and Environment Last 



Fiscal Crises Destroys Lives and the Environment in Which Daily Life is Embedded 

 1 bil no clean drinking H2O,  
2.6 bil no sanitation,  
1.6 bil no electricity, 
 15 mil die of diseases  
cured cheaply and easily 
Women, children and older 
people suffer most 
 (Newsweek, 4-11/6/12:49) 

Life is minimalist: 



Ordinary Europeans Pay for the Banking Crisis 

Social policies that mete out austerity have increased the burden of the fiscal crises on poor people 



Wealth Inequalities Undermine Social and 
Environmental Justice 

• Neoliberalism’s global fiscal crisis of 2007-8 intensified poverty and the 
loss of publicly funded services for the majority of people. 

• Meanwhile, an unaccountable elite has grown in size and wealth. 

• In 2013, there were 1645 billionaires holding $6.4 trillion in 69 
countries, an increase of 18.5 % since 2012.  Only 172 were women. 

• Bill Gates ($76 bil) resumed the role of richest man in the world after 4 
years as second to Mexico’s Carlos Slim Helu ($72 bil). Warren Buffet is 
now 4th ($58.2 bil) and Amancio Ortega of Spain is 3rd ($64 bil). 

• Liliane Bettencourt (L’Oreal) is the world’s richest woman ($34.5 bil). 

• 23 billionaires have been on the Forbes Billionaires List since 1987 
when there were 140 billionaires spread across 24 countries. 

• Americans (492) are the most numerous, but billionaires are now 
found throughout the world.  

• Mainland China (152), Russia (111) and India (56) are catching up.  

• The UK has 47 and Hong Kong, China has 45 billionaires. 



Arrogant, irresponsible and unaccountable neoliberal elites 
exploit people and the environment 

Inequality is rising 
between and within countries. 
The numbers of super-rich 
billionaires are growing during 
the fiscal crisis, rising from 946  
individuals in 2007 to  
1645 by 2013. 
The super-rich elite holds 
governments and workers 
to ransom for a few jobs and buildings 
classified as ‘development’ while 
ignoring the needs of local people 
and the environment. 
 
Multinational corporations are in denial 
about the impact of their decisions on  
people. 



Environmental degradation 

• Environmental degradation occurs in the course of 
meeting people’s needs and can be reduced by careful 
planning, holistic environmental assessments and non-
profit driven sustainable development. 

• Involving local people in decision-making processes can 
avoid the worst elements of poor decision-making and 
lead to the co-production of knowledge and the 
formation of partnerships across disciplinary divides 
and between local people and experts. 

• Top-down decision-making can lead to forced 
migration of large numbers of people and unforeseen 
problems, e.g., soil erosion, dead water and drought as 
a result of building large hydroelectric dams, often 
against local opposition. 
 



Industrialisation’s demands for land and 
exploitation of  minerals and labour led to 

environmental degradation globally 

Mining for gold, diamonds Slavery Apartheid 



Extracting Minerals Damages the Environment and People’s Health 

Huge, industrial scale 
mining for coal, gems 
and minerals is unsafe 
and environmentally  
destructive work, 
especially when driven 
by the profit motive. 
 

People’s health is also  
endangered. 
 

Poor countries/areas are 
experiencing this  
devastating approach to 
mineral extraction. 



Poverty aggravates the impact of disasters 

• Countries in the Global South bear 76 per cent of 
damages caused by disasters; 92 per cent of people 
affected by disasters live in them; and 65 per cent of 
the economic losses occur (IFRC, 2009). 

• The poor state of the built infrastructure 
(transportation network, communication links, power, 
utilities, and buildings including houses, hospitals, 
medical clinics and schools). 

• Lack of resources to recover, e.g., social networks, 
money, insurance. 

• Disasters exacerbate existing social inequalities, e.g., 
Hurricane Katrina. 
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Meeting Everyday Human Need 

Can Cost the Earth 
and Lives 



Environmental Indifference Jeopardises Food Security 

Degradation of Land and Loss of  
Self-Sufficiency in Food Production 

Unequal consumption patterns: 
1 billion people are dying of hunger 
1 billion people are malnourished 
1 billion people over-consume 
Food prices are rising rapidly and in 
2008 led to riots around the world. 



Food (In)Security is a Global Issue 



Environmental justice is integral to the 
realisation of social justice and human rights 

• Neoliberal socio-economic models of development are 
individualistic and create environmental degradation that 
impacts adversely primarily on disadvantaged people and 
communities, especially indigenous ones. 

• Marginalised communities lose out in demands for land, 
mineral wealth and other physical resources required by 
elites running neoliberal economic development models 
and creates environmental injustice, particularly for 
people living in small island states or indigenous peoples 
living in tropical and temperate rainforests. 

• By ignoring environmental injustices nation-states betray 
a commitment to the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights (UDHR, Articles 22-27). 



Oil Refineries Degrade the Environment but  
Rarely Perform Holistic Impact Assessments 

Willemstad, Curacao  

Who pays for the ensuing:  
Land pollution? 
Air pollution? 
Water pollution? 
Ill health? 
Loss in biodiversity? 

What will happen to the surrounding environment  
when climate changes causes sea levels to rise if 
 oil refineries are sited near the water (sea, ocean)? 



Extreme Weather Events 

• Extreme weather events can stress health and 
social care provisions when the infrastructure 
fails, e.g., when the roads become impassable 
due to snow and ice and the lack of vehicles that 
are equipped to navigate slippery and icy terrain. 

• This situation calls for partnerships between the 
public and private sector and informal carers 
living in the community, most of whom are 
women (Dominelli, 2012). 

• Global solidarity is needed for climate change to 
be tackled and reduce some extreme weather 
events. 



Environmental crises   
will increase in frequency 

Floods in Canada 



Normalising climate change: 
Doing nothing about climate change is now acceptable if dangerous 



Pakistan Floods, 2010 

Unequal  Access to  Resources during Disasters 



Landslides are Hazardous in Any Situation 

Landslides can be caused by poor  
development practices (soil erosion), 
de-forestation, heavy rain, and  
movements of the earth.  If coming 
down a mountain, the flow of debris 
can be extremely fast. 
 
Landslides are secondary hazards  
in earthquake situations. 
The death toll may never be known.  

Meager Creek, BC, August 2010 



Inadequate policies fail to control air 
pollution and endanger health 

• WHO (2013) suggests that 7 million people died of air pollution 
in 2012.  

• 4.3 million were due to indoor pollution (cooking and open fire 
heating). 

• 3.7 million were caused by outdoor pollution (industrial 
emissions, transportation, central heating). 

• Worst affected areas are SE Asia and E Asia (2.8 million deaths). 

• In India, 63 per cent of households use indoor solid fuel stoves 
that release fine particulates and carbon monoxide for cooking. 

• Poor women and children are most affected. 

• Tackling air pollution requires policies that control and ‘green’ 
industrialisation processes and domestic consumption. 



Climate Change Beneficiaries Ignore Global Interdependencies 

Destroying the environment 
through climate change 
creates winners and losers. 
Rising sea levels jeopardise 
the survival of small island  
states and threaten 
coastal cities, towns and 
villages. 
Canada’s tundra is warming up. 



Snow on the Peaks in England 
More cold snaps are predicted 

What happens to vulnerable people who are fuel poor? 

30,000 older people in the 
UK die yearly of  preventable 
respiratory illness due to 
cold, damp houses. 
 

Green social workers can  
advocate for renewable 
energy, weather-proof 
housing and better health 
and social care provisions. 



Floods in Sheffield and Durham in June, September & November 2012 



Flood in Northern England in 2007 



Floods in Southern England, 2013 

Thames River 

London in future? 

https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.independent.co.uk/incoming/article9095510.ece/ALTERNATES/w620/v2-somerset-levels-flooding.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/uk-floods-army-deployed-to-somerset-levels-as-military-planners-and-specialist-vehicles-provide-support-to-victims-9094223.html&docid=Not4pWZA8_ralM&tbnid=DrIOwBq63cDGCM:&w=620&h=465&ei=QAcWU8KqKJSRhQfyo4CYBA&ved=0CAIQxiAwAA&iact=c
https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://farm3.staticflickr.com/2856/11803655555_4eff14c59f_t.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.flickr.com/photos/35972709@N03/11803655555/&docid=iVE6I6PGeSdokM&tbnid=8UU6wULqHymXRM&w=1000&h=667&ei=QAcWU8KqKJSRhQfyo4CYBA&ved=0CAQQxiAwAg&iact=c
https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.thisissomerset.co.uk/images/localworld/ugc-images/275793/Article/images/18402483/4650504.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.westerndailypress.co.uk/Plea-joint-solution-Somerset-Levels-flooding/story-18402483-detail/story.html&docid=ZxZN8Jk4J-OVPM&tbnid=G3CqpvSXY9EnkM&w=448&h=300&ei=QAcWU8KqKJSRhQfyo4CYBA&ved=0CAkQxiAwBw&iact=c
https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://i4.getsurrey.co.uk/incoming/article6481211.ece/ALTERNATES/s615/JS30903364-6481211.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.getsurrey.co.uk/news/local-news/pictures-video-birds-eye-view-6481311&docid=okTZZKyLJcfzbM&tbnid=Y0ZsDETF29ORXM&w=615&h=409&ei=JggWU6inI8nwhQeS8IGQBA&ved=0CAYQxiAwBA&iact=c
https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.newsshopper.co.uk/resources/images/2806637/?type%3DarticleLandscape&imgrefurl=http://www.newsshopper.co.uk/news/10919728.PICTURED__London_Assembly_stresses_devastation_of_flooded_London_if_Thames_defences_gone/&docid=h7MqhAB6K0KHDM&tbnid=6Q2UCsrP3LRqfM:&w=458&h=258&ei=pwgWU96xC8jAhAeFmoHQAw&ved=0CAIQxiAwAA&iact=c
https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2014/01/09/article-2536714-1A870AB900000578-231_634x415.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2536714/Flooded-Not-lot-Defiant-Paul-Daniels-tells-fans-wife-Debbie-McGee-prepared-deluge-Thames-breaks-banks-multi-million-pound-home.html&docid=NGXePCeEUkuelM&tbnid=ZILajpPEYFRMnM:&w=634&h=415&ei=oggWU5-LOIGLhQeRt4GIBg&ved=0CAIQxiAwAA&iact=c


Earthquakes in Chile (10)  and China (08) Raised Questions about Building Standards 

Nature and Human Action Interact 

Chile 

China 



The Japanese Tsunami in 2011 Destroyed Towns and Villages and Killed 20,000 People 

As in Hurricane Katrina, older people 
died in disproportionate numbers. 
Assessing vulnerability and taking 
preventative  measures  are necessary to 
reduce deaths and increase resilience.  

Social workers support people  
throughout the disaster intervention 
process. 



Aid is Provided to Refugees of Environmental Disasters 

Aid delivery can stress further the environment and people, e.g., Dadaab Camp. 
Women experience raised levels of physical and sexual violence. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=_9TDHufzrSp3EM&tbnid=ztlnA64z9KPySM:&ved=0CAgQjRw&url=http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2011/jul/14/dadaab-camp-kenya-drought&ei=OQQWU9KVOseUhQee3YDACw&psig=AFQjCNHrsKUQ5kA1v2-VHrNd09hQGv3Wnw&ust=1394038202024598


Increasing Health Inequalities 
Destroy Public Health Care, Privatise It and Reserve Best Services for the Rich 

This is not only a problem for the West.  
Existing health inequalities are usually exacerbated by disasters  



Accessing adequate housing is a policy and a human rights issue  
which becomes a crucial point for intervention during a disaster 



Environmental Degradation Leads to Ill-Health 

• People’s health can be adversely affected by pollutants in the atmosphere, 
the water, the soil, and in their houses. 

• European politicians are 
using rising costs to change  
people’s expectations about  
receiving publicly funded 
health by targeting those  
most in need and demanding  
greater contributions from  
end users - patients. 

• Such policies are exclusionary  
because poor people cannot  
purchase medical /social care.  

• Privatisation turns public goods  
into marketable commodities  
that exclude poor people. 

Green social workers support welfare states to meet people’s needs more 
equitably and sustainably. 



Transdisciplinary Collaborative Partnership 

Social scientists bring policymakers, practitioners, academics 
and communities together to: 
• Enhance community resilience 
• Assess and respond to community needs  
• Reduce earthquake damage to people, livelihoods and the 

physical environment 
• Effectively engage community actors 
• Strengthen existing community  

capacities and networks and  
build new ones 

• Coproduce knowledge and  
solutions to problems 

• Create scientifically-informed, locality specific, culturally 
relevant interventions 
 



Why is interdisciplinarity important? 

To help people: 

• Understand risk 

• Mitigate risk 

• Develop better responses for:  

– Immediate relief and  

– recovery 

• Respond holistically 

• Develop effective  
adaptation plans that cover: 

•  prevention,  

• survival, and  

• thriving  
during post-disaster reconstruction and to minimise future loss. 

Haiti 12 Jan 2010 Earthquake 7.0 Mw 



Slip distribution in Haiti 

Natural Scientists Knew about Earthquake and Landslide Risks in Haiti; 
Humanitarian Aid Workers Did Not and Poor Decisions Were Made 

People died because buildings were badly constructed; cadastre system of land tenure 
Built infrastructures failed 
Political system was inept and corrupt  

Landslide Hazard (white dots) 



Lessons from the earthquake in Haiti 

Well co-ordinated, interdisciplinary disaster 
response teams are one way of addressing the 
problem, linking local knowledge to cutting edge 
scientific knowledge and making this available to: 
• Policymakers  
• Practitioners on the ground and 
• Local residents 
Everyone working together holistically for a 
sustainable, life-enhancing future. 
One size does not fit all, locality specific, culturally 
relevant responses that involve local communities 
in the design and implementation are better. 



Transdisciplinary Action Research and  
Participatory Action Research Needed 

• Participatory Action Research (PAR) is an action research  approach 
committed to: 
– using research findings (evidence) to take action based on those 

findings; 
– Treating research participants as having agency, that is, knowledge and 

the capacity to participate in  and make decisions about the research 
from the beginning of the project design to the dissemination of the 
findings. 

– engaging participants of research as subjects who have 
local/indigenous knowledge to share with scientific experts to 
coproduce new knowledge and solutions to identified problems (EDRR 
or earthquake disaster risk reduction for EwF); and 

– Constant reflection on and evaluation of any deliberation(s) or 
action(s). 

• Brings scientific, experiential and indigenous knowledges together 
to coproduce solutions to problems. 

• Emphasises partnerships between researchers, practitioners, 
policymakers and local people, each accountable to the others. 



Engaged Students 

Teaching Sessions Let’s Go 

Fault-line 

EWF:  Scientists Learn Across Each Other’s Disciplines 

Xian, China 
8-9 Apr 2013 
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Participatory action research model helps in earthquake and 

related hazard risk reduction 
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Transdisciplinary Approach to Environmental Injustice, 
Structural Inequalities and Disaster Interventions 



Community capacity building: from despair to hope to resilience 

Food School 

Family Training 



Kedarnath is virtually destroyed by Uttarkhand floods 

TATA Institute of Social Work (TISS) staff and students go to help 
Katmandu School of Social work staff and students go to help 
Durham University helps 



Green community workers: 
Environmentally friendly income generation by 

recycling out of poverty in Africa 



Women Support Other Women 
‘In this Centre when we talk to 
women about what they see 
and want for the future they 
can only relate to their children. 
We can press them and say 
what about yourself? They 
never even thought about what 
they might want to do 
themselves, they focus on their 
children and don’t see 
themselves as needing or 
having a plan or thinking about 
[their future]’ (Manager 2). 

• Support women to look after 
their needs and themselves. 

• Worker self-care is essential. 

 



Gendered disaster interventions highlight the 
importance of masculinity and meeting men’s 

needs, especially as family providers 
 ‘Our boys were very good, they helped others who came to clear 

the dirt, bury the bodies, and clean the houses.  Some of the 
young people had lost their boats and fishing things and they 
were sad.  Some bad things also happened.  Some of the boys 
got to drink arrack and began to fight.   
Some boys became lazy’ (Sri Lankan villager). 

 
 

• Individual responses are 
varied -resilient and positive,  
or destructive of communal 
harmony. 

• Sri Lanka - fishing is a male-dominated 
economic activity – men do the 
fishing; women care for children 
and do not enter boats for fear  
of polluting them. 

• Income generation activities 
that involve men are crucial  
to reducing violence and risks to men,  
women and children after disasters.  



Conclusions: 
Transdisciplinary, Green Social Workers Can Tackle 
Structural Inequalities and Degraded Environments 

Tasks in tackling structural inequalities and degraded environments: 
• assessing needs and resources (of all kinds) available;  
• acknowledging differentiated experiences between men and women 
• co-ordinating and delivering goods and services;  
• assisting families to meet their obligations to each other and their 

communities (gendered analysis is necessary);  
• supporting individuals and communities in rebuilding their lives, 

developing resilience and building capacity to minimise future risks; 
and 

• advocating, lobbying and mobilising for changes that:  
- prevent the continuation of structural inequalities; 

     - develop sustainable alternative models for socio- 
  economic development; and  
- enhance the well-being of people, other living 
  things and planet earth. 

Develop transdisciplinary curricula that cover physical and natural science 
materials; use expert and indigenous knowledges; and involve local 
people in coproducing new solutions and approaches to disasters that 
are culturally relevant and locality specific. 



Thank You! 

Questions? 

Shaped by the past, creating the future 

  

Email: Lena.Dominelli@durham.ac.uk 
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